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Abstract— This paper aims at designing an onboard beamAQ:1 1
generation process for a hybrid onboard on-ground multibeam2
satellite architecture. The proposed method offers a good tradeoff3
between total throughput and feeder link bandwidth require-4
ments compared with pure on-ground systems. Full frequency5
reuse among beams is considered, and the beamforming at6
the satellite is designed for supporting interference mitigation7
techniques. In addition, in order to reduce the payload cost8
and complexity, this onboard beamforming is assumed to be9
constant and the same for forward and return link transmissions10
so that the same array-fed reflector can be used for forward and11
return links, leading to a substantial reduction of the payload12
mass. To meet all these requirements, a novel robust minimum13
mean square error optimization is conceived. The benefits of14
the considered scheme are evaluated with respect to the current15
approaches both analytically and numerically. Indeed, we show16
that with the DVB-RCS and DVB-S2 standards, our proposal17
allows increasing the total throughput within a range between18
6% and 15% with respect to other onboard processing techniques19
in the return and forward link, respectively.20
Index Terms— Multibeam satellite systems, on-board beam21
processing, linear precoding, DVB-S2, DVB-RCS.22
I. INTRODUCTION23
THE increasing demand for fixed broadband data services24 is an opportunity for satellite industries to target new25
markets apart from the well-known current ones (i.e. broadcast26
broadband, emergency communications, …). In order to cope27
with higher data traffic demands, satellite system designers are28
looking for advanced satellite communication architectures.29
In this context, the use of multiple beams has recently received30
a lot of attention as a key enabler of next generation high31
throughput satellite systems. These systems rely on employing32
a large number of beams instead of a single (global) beam33
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in the coverage area. This is beneficial since each beam can 34
have a larger antenna gain-to-noise temperature than in the 35
single beam case and the available spectrum can be reused 36
among spatially separated beams. Furthermore, whenever the 37
satellite systems delivers broadband unicast (i.e. a single user 38
per beam is served) or multicast (i.e. multiple user per beam 39
are served) interactive traffic, the multibeam architecture can 40
support different modulations and code rates for each user 41
depending on the user link quality, leading to a high increase 42
of the overall system throughput. 43
Nowadays, the system designers target the Terabit multi- 44
beam satellite system, i.e. a satellite system offering a Terabit 45
per second capacity. In fact, the goal is to increase the over- 46
all spectral efficiency while keeping the payload complexity 47
affordable. One of the main challenges of Terabit satellite 48
systems is how to deal with the large spectral demands of the 49
feeder link (i.e. the bidirectional communication link between 50
the satellite and the service provider), whose bandwidth 51
requirements increase exponentially as it aggregates the traffic 52
of all users, while keeping a full frequency reuse allocation. 53
Recently, some techniques have been proposed in order to 54
optimize the feeder link spectrum resources. Indeed, there is 55
a current tendency for moving the feeder from the Ka band to 56
the Q/V band, where there are larger available bandwidths [1]. 57
Unfortunately, in these frequencies the fading is extremely 58
large and more advanced transmitting diversity techniques are 59
needed. 60
Another option is the use of multiple gateways, which 61
might be adequate in order to reduce the feeder link spectral 62
requirements as they can be equipped with very directive 63
antennas and exploit the spatial diversity while sharing all 64
available spectrum [2], [3]. Nevertheless, the deployment of 65
several gateways increases the cost of the system and; more- 66
over, the interference mitigation techniques result in certain 67
performance degradation [4], [5]. This is due to the fact that 68
the processing must be separated in isolated processing units. 69
In contrast to the aforementioned satellite architectures, this 70
paper focuses on the hybrid on-board on-ground processing 71
scheme. This promising solution keeps certain operations in 72
the payload so that the amount of required signals from the 73
feeder link are severely reduced. In this way, the satellite 74
does act in transparent mode and it analogically processes 75
the signals, leading to a high reduction of the feeder link 76
bandwidth requirements. Specifically, while the full on-ground 77
beamforming requires a feeder link bandwidth of 78
Bfeeder link on-ground = N Bbeam, (1) 79
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where N is the number of feed elements1 and Bbeam is the the80
total available bandwidth that the users employ; the hybrid81
on-board on-ground processing only requires82
Bfeeder link hybrid = K Bbeam, (2)83
where K is the number of beams. As a result, the feeder84
link bandwidth is reduced since for this work we will con-85
sider multiple-feed-per-beam architecture where N > K .86
Note that, in contrast to single-feed-per-beam architectures87
(N = K ), in multiple-feed-per-beam architectures beam-88
forming scan losses are negligible [6]. In addition, multiple-89
feed-per-beam architecture allows a single on-board reflector90
to emit beams since single-feed-per-beam typically requires91
multiple antenna reflectors for a contiguous coverage. A more92
detailed description of the beam process and its feeder link93
requirements is presented in [7] and [8].94
Apart from the feeder link challenge, multibeam satellite95
systems require a large capacity in the access network. As a96
matter of fact, in the generated radiation pattern on Earth,97
adjacent beams create high levels of interference and, there-98
fore, a carefully planned power and frequency reuse among99
beams must be employed to cope with this increased level100
of interference. Consequently, beams with adjacent footprint101
currently operate in different frequency bands or polarizations.102
In this context, an essential parameter is the number of103
colors Nc in the frequency reuse pattern, which we define104
as the cardinality of the set of disjoint frequency bands and105
polarizations used on the cluster of beam footprints which106
define the coverage area (Nc ≥ 1). In fact, the lower the107
number of Nc , the higher the overall system bandwidth will be108
and the higher the interference power levels will be generated.109
In order to increase the available bandwidth yet maintain a110
low multiuser interference, a promising technique is to use full111
frequency reuse pattern (Nc = 1) and resort to interference112
mitigation techniques. In this way, signals can be precoded113
and detected before being transmitted and received in order to114
reduce inter-beam interference [9]. As a result, a considerable115
improvement of the achievable spectral efficiency can be116
obtained. To this end, more advanced interference mitigation117
techniques as precoding in the forward link and multiuser118
detection or filtering in the return link have been considered119
in past studies of the European Space Agency (ESA) [9], [10].120
Since interference mitigation techniques require large com-121
putational resources, they must be carried out on ground.122
Indeed, larger efficiencies are obtained if not only the pre-123
coding and detection are done on ground, but also the beam124
generation process, as more flexible processing units are avail-125
able. In other words, if the beamforming is kept fixed on the126
payload, there is a performance loss compared to the spectral127
efficiencies obtained by on ground beamforming [11], [12].128
However, if the satellite does not perform any beam process-129
ing, the feeder link needs a large amount of spectral resources130
in order to transmit all the user signals. In addition, cen-131
tralizing signal processing mechanisms on-ground requires a132
phase calibration loop between satellite and ground segment.133
Consequently, even though certain degradation is expected134
1The input signals of the antenna array feed assembly located in the payload.
with respect to the on-ground operation (i.e. beam generation, 135
precoding and detection are done in the terrestrial segment), 136
in the present work we propose to optimize the on-board beam 137
generation process so that the achievable rates do not severely 138
decrease due to the on-board beam generation and the feeder 139
link traffic is kept low. 140
Concretely, this paper focuses on obtaining an optimal on- 141
board beam generation when linear minimum mean square 142
error (LMMSE) precoding technique in the forward link and 143
LMMSE detection procedure in the return link are used as 144
interference mitigation techniques. This study foresees the 145
presence of a non-channel-adaptive (fixed) on-board beam 146
processing scheme in order to keep payload complexity low. 147
Thus, the problem becomes more difficult in the presence 148
of this fixed process in the payload. In order to deal with 149
this problem, we use a robust optimization framework so that 150
a fixed beam generation can be obtained despite user link 151
channel variation. 152
Furthermore, the designs for both the forward and return 153
links results the same, which makes it appropriate for the 154
future multibeam satellite systems since it is expected that 155
the same reflector is employed at the return and forward 156
links leading to a substantial cost and mass reduction of the 157
payload. Note that the variability of the channel is due to the 158
change of position of the users in consecutive time instants and 159
atmospheric fading. Numerical simulations show the benefit of 160
our method, which in some scenarios can increase the spectral 161
efficiency over the 6% and 15% for return and forward links, 162
respectively, if the DVB-S2 and DVB-RCS modulation and 163
coding parameters (modcods) are used. 164
To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the first 165
time the problem of on-board beam generation process is 166
treated not only in the forward but also in the return link. 167
In contrast to our preliminar work [13], where only the forward 168
link was examined, in this paper we focus our attention to 169
the joint forward and return link optimization. In addition, 170
a novel and better robust design is presented based on a more 171
complete description of the channel perturbations. This new 172
scheme is conceived considering a first order perturbation 173
approach. Finally, several detailed evaluations are presented 174
that validate our contribution in detail. 175
To sum up, the paper contributions are: 176
• We propose an on-board beamforming scheme that 177
results the same for forward and return links leading 178
to a substantial reduction of the satellite mass and 179
cost. 180
• This on board processing considers that precoding and fil- 181
tering is used so that larger gains are obtained with respect 182
to the schemes that only consider the coverage area. 183
• In addition, this on board beamforming can keep the 184
feeder link bandwidth requirements low yet preserving 185
substantial gains over the coverage area with respect to 186
full on ground techniques. 187
• The proposed technique is robust and invariant to channel 188
variations and a novel perturbation analysis is performed. 189
• Numerical simulations are performed in a close-to-real 190
scenario considering a real deployment which leads to 191
an adequate validation. 192
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II193
presents the signal model. A brief introduction of the194
beam generation process and the problem characteristics are195
described in section III. Section IV presents a novel fixed on-196
board beam generation process. Section V presents a novel197
robust scheme based on a first order perturbation analysis.198
Section VI contains a summary of the simulation results, and199
eventually the conclusions are given in section VI.200
Notation: Throughout this paper, the following notations201
are adopted. Boldface upper-case letters denote matrices and202
boldface lower-case letters refer to column vectors. (.)H ,203
(.)T , (.)∗ and (.)+ denote a Hermitian transpose, transpose,204
conjugate and diagonal (with positive diagonal elements )205
matrix, respectively. IN builds N × N identity matrix and206
0K×N refers to an all-zero matrix of size K × N . If A is207
a N × N matrix, A1:K refers to taking the K first rows of208
the matrix A. (X)i j represents the (i -th, j -th) element of209
matrix X. If B is a N × N matrix, A ≤ B implies A − B210
is semidefinite negative. A matrix M is definite negative if211
the real part of zH Mz ≤ 0 for any non-zero z. a ≺ b means212
vector a majorizes vector b. Finally, E{.} and ||.|| refer to the213
expected value operator and the Frobenius norm, respectively.214
The operator ◦ corresponds to the Hadamart product which is215
a componentwise product.216
II. SIGNAL MODEL217
Let us consider a multibeam satellite communication sys-218
tem, where a single geosynchronous satellite with multibeam219
coverage provides fixed broadband services to a large set of220
users, typically operating in Ka-band, although L and S band221
could be considered depending on the scenario. To this end,222
the satellite is equipped with an array fed reflector antenna223
whose number of feeds is denoted by N . The coverage area224
is divided into K beams, with225
K < N, (3)226
and the users are assumed to be uniformly distributed227
within the beams. By employing a time division multiplexing228
access (TDMA) scheme, at each time instant the gateway is229
serving a total of K single antenna users (i.e. exactly one230
user per beam), and it is transmitting (receiving) information231
to (from) the same number of the users through the satellite in232
the forward (return) link. Note that in return link satellite com-233
munications generally operate in a multi-frequency TDMA234
(MF-TDMA) so that different users of the same beam might235
be allocated to different sub-bands. For the sake of simplicity236
and without loss of generality, the rest of the paper considers237
TDMA for the return link. Remarkably, the conceived tech-238
nique can be accommodated to the multi-band communication239
by replicating the linear processing at each band due to the240
frequency flatness of the channel response.241
The satellite is assumed to linearly convert a set of N on-242
board feed signals into the K feeder link signals which are243
transmitted to the gateway in a frequency multiplexed fashion.244
Reciprocally, in the forward link, the same linear processing245
strategy is used to construct the N feed signals from the K246
feeder link signals.247
Fig. 1. Multibeam satellite system with on-board beam generation process.
The precoding and detection procedures are done on ground. On the contrary,
the beam generation process is carried out at the payload and it is assumed
to be constant and the same for forward and return links.
Fig. 2. Block diagram of an hybrid on-board on-ground multibeam satellite
architecture.
Moreover, since a high throughput system is targeted, 248
full frequency reuse among beams is assumed so that all 249
beams can share the same frequency resources. The user 250
link is the communication bottleneck of the whole system. 251
The feeder link is assumed perfectly calibrated and noiseless. 252
Figures 1 and 2 summarize the transmission block diagram. 253
In the following, the mathematical expressions of the signal 254
model in both the return and forward links are described.
AQ:4
255
A. Return Link 256
As stated above, K denotes the number of users and N is the 257
number of on-board feeds. Then, the corresponding received 258
signal at the gateway can be modelled as 259
yRL =
√
βBHs + Bn, (4) 260
where yRL = [yRL ,1, . . . , yRL ,K ]T is a K × 1 vector contain- 261
ing the stack of received signals at the gateway. The K × 1 262
vector s is the stack of the transmitted independent signals 263
by all users such that E{ssH } = IK . Note that, throughout 264
the paper the subscript RL is used to refer the return link 265
while FL will denote the forward link. The constant β denotes 266
Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP), which is referred 267
to the user terminal transmit power and we assume to be the 268
same for all the users. 269
In order to radiate the multibeam pattern, the satellite 270
payload is equipped with a smart antenna system (generally 271
an array fed reflector) coined as on-board beam generation 272
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process. This system constructs the beam pattern for transmit-273
ting and receiving data from the coverage area. Mathemati-274
cally, the effect of this beamforming appears as the rectangular275
K × N fat matrix B.276
The N × 1 vector n accounts for the zero mean Additive277
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). We assume unit variance278
Gaussian noise samples such that279
E{BnnH BH } = BBH . (5)280
For radio-frequency design convenience, we will assume that281
B is orthonormal so that the feed signals are decoupled at the282
payload
(
BBH = IK
)
. Matrix H is the overall N ×K user link283
channel matrix whose element hi j presents the aggregate gain284
of the link between the i -th satellite feed and the j -th user285
(in the j -th beam). This channel can be decomposed as286
follows:287
H = GD, (6)288
where:289
• G is a N × K matrix that models the feed radiation290
pattern, the on-board attenuation and path losses. It is291
responsible for the interference among users. We assume292
the elements of G are normalized so that they have unit293
variance.294
• D is assumed to be a K × K diagonal matrix which takes295
into account the atmospheric fading in the user link.296
Note that (k,n)-th entry of the feed radiation pattern matrix G297
can be described as follows298
(G)k,n =
G Rakn
4π dkλ
√
K B TR BW
, (7)299
with dk the distance between the k-th user terminal and the300
satellite. λ is the carrier wavelength, K B is the Boltzmann301
constant, BW is the carrier bandwidth, G2R the user terminal302
receive antenna gain, and TR the receiver noise temperature.303
The term akn refers to the gain from the n-th feed to the k-th304
user. It is important to mention that the G matrix has been305
normalized to the receiver noise term. The reader can refer306
to [12] for a more detailed description of the channel model.307
B. Forward Link308
Analogously to the return link, the signal model of the309
forward link becomes310
yFL = γ HT BT x + w, (8)311
where K × 1 vector yFL is the stack of received signals at312
each user terminal, and x is a K × 1 vector that contains the313
stack of transmitted symbols. Remarkably, in general wireless314
communication systems, the channel reciprocity does not hold315
as uplink and downlink operate in disjoint frequency bands.316
However, considering our channel modelling, the channel317
matrix in the forward link differs from the return link in the318
path loss, feed gain and atmospheric fading. As a result, a scal-319
ing factor γ can model the different frequency operations.320
Similarly as in the return link, w is a K × 1 vector that321
represents the independent and identically distributed zero322
mean Gaussian random noise with unit variance such that323
E{wwH } = IK . (9)324
Evidently, B does not influence in the forward link noise 325
covariance matrix. We assume the following average available 326
power constraint: 327
trace(xxH ) ≤ PF L , (10) 328
where PFL denotes the total transmit power in the forward 329
link. Note that the transmit power constraint is set without 330
considering the beam generation process B. This is because 331
the power allocation mechanism is located before the array fed 332
reflector system. In addition, it is assumed that the feeds can 333
share the available transmit power. This can be implemented 334
with flexible travelling wave tube amplifiers jointly with multi- 335
port power amplifiers as described in [14]. 336
Now, we proceed to jointly optimize matrix B so that the 337
overall system performance is improved. It is important to 338
remark that B must be the same for both the optimization of 339
the return and forward links in order to reduce the payload 340
cost. In addition, this matrix needs to be constant in order to 341
keep the payload complexity low and minimize the feeder link 342
spectral resources. 343
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 344
Let us assume that the gateway has perfect Channel State 345
Information (CSI) and uses LMMSE as described in [15] 346
for precoding in the forward link and LMMSE filtering for 347
multiuser detection in the return link. These techniques have 348
been pointed out as efficient methods due to both its inter- 349
ference rejection capabilities and fairness among beams while 350
preserving a low computational complexity [16]. 351
This work resorts to the minimization of the trace of the 352
MSE matrix both at the forward and return links that results 353
from the use of LMMSE precoding and detection. Let us 354
briefly outline the overall mathematical derivation: 355
1) First, the MSE matrix of the return link is computed 356
assuming LMMSE detection. 357
2) Second, the MSE matrix of the forward link is computed 358
assuming LMMSE precoding. 359
3) Third, an upper bound of the MSE minimization in the 360
return link is presented. 361
4) Finally, a novel robust beam generation process in the 362
return link, which considers the aforementioned upper 363
bound is obtained. For the forward link case, the optimal 364
design yields to the same solution as it is described. 365
Remarkably, the design of the optimal B is imposed to be 366
non channel dependent. We show that the optimal B in the 367
forward and return links results to be the same; thus, fulfilling 368
one of the constraints of the system. 369
A. Return Link 370
As a first step, let us define WH as the LMMSE filter 371
that detects K received signals at the gateway such that 372
sˆ = WH yRL; composed by sˆi which denotes the i -th element 373
of the detected signal (for i -the user) in the gateway. In this 374
context, the MSE of i -th user is achieved as follows 375
MSERL,i = E{|si − sˆi |2}, (11) 376
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where si represents the i -th element of transmit signal vec-377
tor (for i -the user) for a total of K users such that s =378
(s1, . . . , sK )T .379
It is well known that the mathematical expression of380
LMMSE filter becomes381
WH =
(
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1
HH BH , (12)382
and the MSE matrix after the use of this filter is383
MSERL =
(
IK + βHH BH
(
BBH
)−1
BH
)−1
. (13)384
Without loss of generality, we restrict B to be orthonormal385
such that BBH = IK . The sum of MSE in the return link is386
defined as387
SMSERL = trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
. (14)388
Now, let us assume for a moment that B can be channel389
adaptive (i.e the payload can modify B depending on the390
channel variations) . Then, the corresponding problem is391
formulated as392
min
B
trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
393
s.t . BBH = IK . (15)394
It is important to remark that the authors in [11] showed395
that the presence of B increases the SMSERL in the gateway.396
Mathematically,397
trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
398
≥ trace
((
IK + βHH H
)−1)
. (16)399
Indeed, in [11] it was shown that with the following Singular400
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the channel H = UVH ,401
an optimal design of B can be worked out as402
B = UH1:K , (17)403
where UH1:K denotes the K first rows of the matrix UH .404
In fact, it can be easily seen that this particular solution reaches405
equality in (16) and; thus, minimizes the SMSERL.406
In the present work, B is assumed to be non-channel adap-407
tive, therefore, the design of B in (17) cannot be considered.408
Even though the channel appears to be variable at each409
realization, we aim at finding the best possible non-channel410
adaptive design of B. In this context, let us decompose the411
channel as follows412
H  H¯ + , (18)413
where:414
• H¯ represents the mean value of the channel.415
•  models the difference between the actual value of the416
channel and its mean. It indicates the variability of the417
channel in consecutive time instants as already explained418
in section I.419
We assume that the actual channel H lies in the neighborhood420
of a nominal channel H¯ that is known to the gateway.421
In particular, we consider that H belongs to the uncertainty 422
region H  {H : ||H − H¯|| ≤ α} which is an sphere centered 423
at H¯ with the radius α. 424
Interestingly, the channel model in (18) resembles the 425
modeling of a MIMO system with imperfect CSI at the 426
transmitter which has been solved as a worst case optimization 427
problem in [17]–[19]. With this perspective for the return link, 428
the worst case robust design is proposed, which leads to a 429
maximin or minimax formulation: 430
min
B
max

trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
431
s.t . BBH = IK . (19) 432
Prior to obtaining the solution of (19), let us focus on the 433
forward link optimization problem, which is similarly derived. 434
B. Forward Link 435
In the forward link, the zero forcing precoding with a 436
regularized inversion is assumed [15]. In this case, the linear 437
precoding is expressed as 438
x = Tc, (20) 439
where T is the K × K precoding matrix at the gateway and 440
c is the K × 1 transmit symbol vector at all feeds such that 441
E{ccH } = IK . In this context, the corresponding precoding 442
matrix T is expressed as 443
T = γ√ρB∗H∗
(
K
PFL
IK + γ 2HT BT B∗H∗
)−1
, (21) 444
where the value of the constant ρ has to comply with the 445
forward link power constraint as follows 446
trace
(
TTH
)
≤ PFL. (22) 447
It is important to remark that in order to properly decode the 448
transmitted symbols, the receivers shall know ρ a prior so that 449
the transmitter shall share this value to all receivers jointly with 450
the transmitted frame. This can be done with during the pilot 451
symbol transmission where precoding is not applied. 452
This particular kind of precoder is used to find an opti- 453
mal balance between achieving signal gain and limiting the 454
multiuser interference. Similar to the return link, MSEFL,i is 455
defined as 456
MSEF L ,i = E{|ci − cˆi |2}, (23) 457
where MSEFL,i refers to the MSE received by i -th user. Simi- 458
larly, c = (c1, . . . , cK )T and cˆ = (√ρ)−1yFL = (cˆ1, . . . , cˆK )T 459
are the transmitted and received signals for K users, respec- 460
tively. In this context, ci represents the transmitted signal for 461
i -the user and cˆi denotes the signal received by user i -th. The 462
MSE matrix in the forward link can be calculated as follows 463
MSEFL = E
{(
(
√
ρ)−1yFL − c
) (
(
√
ρ)−1yFL − c
)H}
, 464
(24) 465
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which can be rewritten as466
MSEFL = KPFL
(
(
γ 2HT BT B∗BT B∗H∗ + K
PFL
IK
)
467
× (γ 2HT BT B∗H∗ + K
PFL
IK
)−2
)
(25)468
As in the return link, we concentrate our efforts to minimize469
the sum of MSE, this is470
SMSEFL = trace(MSEFL), (26)471
where, recalling that BBH = IK and we consider the following472
property, trace(A) = trace(AT ) where A is a square matrix,473
then we have that474
SMSEF L = KPFL trace
((
γ 2HH BH BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
.475
(27)476
The worst case optimization problem thanks to the channel477
decomposition in (18) can be formulated as follows478
min
B
max

trace
((
γ 2HH BH BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
479
s.t . BBH = IK . (28)480
Note that the return link optimization (19) and the forward481
link one (28) are the same except for a scalar value. In next482
section we show that both lead to the same optimal design;483
thus confirming a natural uplink downlink physical duality.484
IV. B OPTIMIZATION485
This section tackles with the main objective of this paper.486
An optimally designed B for problems (19) and (28) is pre-487
sented. Two main steps are followed. The first step provides a488
brief description of an upper bound for the SMSE. The second489
step proposes a design for B such that it minimizes the490
proposed SMSE upper-bound obtained in the first step. The491
design is done for the return link and extended to the forward492
link.493
Prior to presenting the optimal design, we need to introduce494
the next lemma.495
Lemma 1: Assuming an arbitrary square matrix A, the next496
equation holds497
trace
((
IK + AAH
)−1) = trace
((
IK + AH A
)−1)
. (29)498
Proof: It is a direct consequence of inversion matrix499
lemma. 500
By considering A = √βBH, the SMSERL in problem (19)501
can be rewritten as502
trace
((
IK + βBZBH
)−1)
, (30)503
where Z = HHH = H¯H¯H +H¯H +H¯H +H is a N × N504
matrix. We propose an upper bound of SMSERL as follows505
Theorem 1: The SMSERL is upper bounded by506
trace
((
IK + βBZBH
)−1) ≤ trace
((
IK + βBZ˘BH
)−1)
507
(31)508
where 509
Z˘  U¯(¯ − 	H IN )+U¯H , (32) 510
so that H¯H¯H = U¯¯U¯H is the eigen-decomposition of matrix 511
H¯H¯H . The scalar value 	H is defined as 512
	H  2αδmax(H¯) (33) 513
where δmax(C) denotes the maximum singular value of C 514
matrix. 515
Proof: See [18, Sec.7.3.1].  516
As a result, a worst-case SMSERL can be obtained in 517
practice by using the lower bound Z˘ in lieu of Z. However, it is 518
important to mention that some values of α lead to unfeasible 519
MSERL solutions, that is, for a large value of α the matrix (32) 520
might become low rank since ()+ operator delivers 0 whenever 521
the diagonal entry is non positive. Due to that, the value of α 522
has to be checked and, if necessary, decreased so that 523
rank
(
Z˘
)
= K . (34) 524
In order to obtain a robust design, the target is to minimize 525
the proposed upper-bound of SMSERL in (31) instead of (19). 526
In this case, the corresponding problem is formulated as 527
min
B
trace
((
IK + βBZ˘BH
)−1)
528
s.t . BBH = IK . (35) 529
The solution to this optimization problem is described in the 530
next theorem. 531
Theorem 2: The upper bound of SMSE is minimized if B is 532
selected as the first K rows of the matrix U¯H , that is 533
B = U¯H1:K , (36) 534
where B denotes the optimal design of B. 535
Proof: See Appendix A.  536
Remark: It is important to mention that the derivation of 537
theorem 2 differs to [20, Th. 1]. The main difference consists 538
of the constraint since in [20] a total power constraint is 539
considered 540
trace
(
BBH
)
≤ PFL, (37) 541
where as this paper assumes 542
BBH = IK , (38) 543
which involves further mathematical developments as 544
described in Appendix A. 545
Before starting with the forward link case, let us remark 546
that B only needs statistical channel knowledge in order to 547
be computed. Moreover, its design does not depend on α as 548
long as the resulting rank of Z˘ is equal to K . Indeed, the value 549
of α affects only on the resulting SMSERL. This is due to 550
the optimization of an upper bound of the problem instead of 551
the problem itself. Now, let us proceed with the forward link 552
optimization. 553
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In the forward link the optimization problem can be formu-554
lated as follows555
min
B
trace
((
γ 2BZ˘BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
556
s.t . BBH = IK . (39)557
In can be observed that the optimal solution of (39) is (36).558
The sketch of the proof is similar to the one presented559
previously for the return link and; thus, we only comment it.560
The idea is to check whether the term KPFL does not influence561
the optimal value of (39) which can be easily observed in562
appendix A. Consequently, neither the scaling factor due to563
the channel variations γ does not influence the optimization.564
Remarkably, this derivation is different from the one presented565
in our preliminary work in [13], because this paper considers566
the forward and return link optimizations.567
Note that the beamforming scheme depends on H¯ so that568
the system designer needs to be aware of it in advance.569
This information can be obtained through current deploy-570
ments or estimations. In addition, the robust beamforming571
design has the same eigenvectors as the nominal channel572
matrix H¯H¯H . In other words, the presented robust design573
only considers eigenvalue variations due to the different user574
positions. In the next section, the impact on the eigenvectors575
is analyzed.576
V. FIRST ORDER PERTURBATION ANALYSIS577
Considering the derivations of the previous section, obtain-578
ing a robust on-board beamforming matrix leads to computing579
an accurate upper-bound of Z considering the different sources580
of perturbation. This section completes the upper-bound by581
including an additional impact of the perturbation errors.582
A complete perturbation model can be described as583
Z = (U¯s + Us
) (
¯s + s
) (
U¯s + Us
)H
584
+ (U¯n + Un
) (
¯n + n
) (
U¯n + Un
)H
, (40)585
where the U denotes the matrix containing the eigenvectors586
and  is a diagonal matrix which contains the eigenvalues.587
Sub-index s denotes the non-zero signal space whereas n the588
signal space that is spanned by the zero valued eigenvalues589
(i.e. the null space of Z). All Us , s,Un,n are590
generated by a perturbed version of Z¯:591
Z = Z¯ + Z, (41)592
where593
Z¯ = H¯H¯H , (42)594
and595
Z = H¯H + H¯H + H . (43)596
Under this context, U¯ denotes the eigenvector of the nominal597
matrix Z¯ whereas ¯ a matrix containing its eigenvalues. The598
other matrices with the · prefix denote the corresponding599
perturbation matrices.600
The previous section has implicitly considered two assump-601
tions. First, it has been assumed that the channel variations602
do not modify the dimension of the null space so that n 603
remains as a zero matrix. Second, it has been assumed that 604
Us = 0 ,which might not be true in certain cases [21]. 605
The aim of this section is to consider the effect of this later 606
perturbation in order to obtain a more realistic version of Z 607
than the presented in the previous section, Ẑ. 608
This novel approximation of Z, Ẑ, considers both per- 609
turbations at both eigenvalues and eigenvectors (Us). 610
Mathematically, 611
Ẑ = (U¯s − P
) (
¯ − 	H I
) (
U¯s − P
)H
, (44) 612
where P is a semidefinite positive matrix that has the same 613
dimensions of Us . Note that it is essential to obtain a matrix 614
P that collapses the maximum of the eigenvectors perturbation. 615
In the following we propose a solution in order to properly 616
design the on-board beamforming when eigenvector perturba- 617
tions are present. 618
Proposal The beamforming matrix that takes into account 619
both the eigenvalues and eigenvector perturbation can be 620
written as 621
B̂∗ = Û = U¯s −
(
	H U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s
)
, (45) 622
where 623
R̂ = D ◦
(
UHs Us¯ + ¯UHs Us
)
, (46) 624
and the g, f -th entry of D is 625
1
λ f − λg , (47) 626
for f = g and λ f for f = 1, . . . , N denote the eigenvalues 627
of H¯H¯H . 628
Proof: See Appendix B.  629
Note that for this case, the eigenvectors of the beamforming 630
matrix take a different value from the nominal matrix. In addi- 631
tion, the larger α the more different are the eigenvectors from 632
the nominal channel matrix ones. However, α cannot take any 633
arbitrary value. Indeed, the permissible perturbation value is 634
dictated by the fact that the resulting matrix containing the 635
eigenvectors shall be semidefinite positive. As a result, 	H 636
shall hold 637
U¯s ≥
(
	H U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s
)
. (48) 638
It is important to remark that B̂∗ is not a unitary matrix 639
and; thus, it is not an efficient solution of the optimization 640
problem (39) as it does not satisfies the constraints. However, 641
we take the heuristic approach of electing B̂∗ processing, even 642
though the solution is not unitary since it is obtained from a 643
more detailed description of the perturbation errors impact. 644
This solution is validated in the simulation section and it is 645
observed that it presents a slightly better performance than the 646
B∗ solution. 647
As we have already seen, the beam generation process both 648
on the forward and return links leads to the same matrix B, 649
which is fixed. Now, it is time to compare the benefits of this 650
design in front of the current beamforming deployments. 651
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS652
In order to show the performance of our proposal, this653
section presents a numerical evaluation of the conceived654
technique. Our baseline scenario is an array fed reflector655
antenna and matrix B that have been provided by ESA in the656
framework of a study on next generation multibeam satellite657
systems.2 The number of feeds is assumed to be N = 155 and658
K = 100 beams that are covering the whole Europe area.659
Results have been averaged over a total of 1000 user link660
channel realizations. Note that, only atmospheric fading due661
to rain effect is considered in the user link channel and662
further refinements of the channel are neglected. This simple663
characterization is useful for the intended comparisons and it664
is a general practice in the evaluation of multibeam satellite665
systems.666
The randomness of the channel is due to the user positions667
which are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the668
beams. In addition, we will assume that each user employs669
all available spectrum and the atmospheric fading is modelled670
as in [22].671
Recall that, full frequency reuse among beams and noiseless672
feeder link have been considered in this work. In the sequel,673
we compute different performance metrics. First, the SINR674
for each user after employing interference mitigation tech-675
niques among users is presented. Then, with that SINR676
value, the throughput is inferred according to DVB-RCS and677
DVB-S2 standards for the return and forward links, respec-678
tively [23], [24]. Furthermore, the simulation results also679
provide the SINR statistics. In this case, the instantaneous680
availability indicator for the k-th user is given by681
Ak = g(SINRk) (49)682
which is equal to 0 if the user link is unavailable (i.e, if the683
instantaneous SINR is lower than that required by the lowest684
modcod for the return link, i.e. SINRk < 1.7dB, and for685
the forward link, i.e. SINRk < −2.72dB ) and is equal to686
1 otherwise. We also present the Shannon capacity3 obtained687
from the user SINR,688
CShannon = log2(1 + SINR), (50)689
and assuming that interference is treated as Gaussian noise.690
This measurement serves us to see the potential of our691
work independently of the satellite standard modulations and692
channel coding both for the forward and return links.693
Another performance metric to be considered is the fairness694
among beams. Note that this is of great interest for satellite695
operators where near to equal achievable data rates per beam696
are the target. For this purpose, we present the throughput697
index of dispersion, defined as698
Index of Dispersion = σTh
μTh
, (51)699
where σTh and μTh correspond to the variance and the mean700
of the user throughputs, respectively. This metric provides an701
2http://satnex4.org/
3Of course, we refer to the use of the Shannon formula instead of the
channel capacity.
indicator of how the data rates are dispersed with respect to 702
the mean. The larger the index of dispersion is, the lower the 703
fairness the system achieves. 704
For a best practice, as upper bound for the achievable 705
rates we consider only on-ground processing at the gateway 706
(i.e. no on-board processing) as it is described in [11]. From 707
the return link point of view, the received signal (4), which 708
is based on this on-ground scenario, is rewritten as 709
yRL = THon-ground (Hs + n) , (52) 710
where 711
Ton-ground = H
(
HHH + IK
)−1
(53) 712
denotes the LMMSE detector filter at the gateway. Note that 713
the linear processing is similar to (12) but in this case it has 714
been assumed that no beamforming is done. Considering the 715
forward link, the received signal by the user terminals with 716
this on-ground technique can be represented as 717
yFL = HT Ton-groundx + w. (54) 718
It is important to remark that although large data rates can 719
be obtained if all the processing is carried out on ground, 720
the required feeder link spectral resources severely increase, 721
leading to a possibly inefficient system. 722
To sum up, in order to test the validity of the derived 723
theoretical results in section IV, we compute the spectral 724
efficiency of the following multibeam satellite system using 725
precoding and detection algorithms for forward and return 726
links respectively: 727
• B based on a geographical reasoning (reference). 4 728
• B∗ proposed by this study in (36). 729
• B̂∗ proposed by this study in (45). 730
• On ground processing (upper bound). 731
In the sequel, the results are separated into two different 732
subsections, return and forward link. In this context, the 733
same fixed optimal design of on-board beamforming matrix 734
is computed since this optimal design depends on the right 735
eigen vector of channel average matrix, H¯. This is computed 736
empirically considering the aforementioned 1000 channel user 737
realizations. 738
A. Return Link 739
The return link operates at 30GHz, and is based on DVB- 740
RCS standard [23] and we target a Packet Error Rate (PER) 741
of 10−7. Figure 3 depicts the evolution of the total average 742
throughput (bits/symbol) as a function of the user EIRP (β) 743
for different scenarios. Although by means of using the 744
DVB-RCS standard the obtained throughput gain is limited 745
when the Shannon capacity is considered, higher gains are 746
obtained with respect to the reference scenario . In other 747
words, other modcods design would improve the benefits of 748
the proposed technique with respect to the reference sce- 749
nario. Note that the proposed robust design that consider the 750
eigenvector perturbation improves the system throughput with 751
4This beam generation process has attended geographical reasons, so that
ESA confirmed all Europe achieves a sufficient signal power strength.
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Fig. 3. Return link throughput values over different user EIRP (β).
Fig. 4. Return link availability.
respect to the design that only considers eigenvalue variations.752
Indeed, our proposal is approaching the upper bound of the753
on ground design.754
The corresponding availability probability is also provided755
in Figure 4. In this case, our proposal also improves the refer-756
ence scenario, leading to an increase of the system availability.757
Remarkably, the fairness among beams is also improved as758
it is depicted in Figure 5. Lower values of dispersion index759
are obtained with our technique with respect to the reference760
design.761
Finally, we study the impact of the channel variations on762
the beamforming design. Bearing in mind that α in (33) deter-763
mines this variation, we compute this value and we present764
its corresponding average throughput values in Figure 6. The765
values of α are selected so that the feasibility of MSERL in (32)766
holds. It implies that767
(¯ − 	H IN )ii ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , N. (55)768
For a large value of α the matrix (55) might become semidef-769
inite negative and; thus, changes the nature of the problem.770
In order to avoid this, α has to be checked so that the771
matrix (55) always remains semidefinite positive. It is observed772
Fig. 5. Return link throughput index of dispersion.
Fig. 6. Return link throughput with respect to channel variations. Note that
α determines maximum variation of the channel at each time instant, i.e.
|||| ≤ α.
that the larger α values, the less the throughput is obtained due 773
to the channel mismatch. 774
B. Forward Link 775
The forward link is assumed to operate at 20GHz and is 776
based on DVB-S2 standard with a PER of 10−6. Note that 777
the working points were extrapolated from the PER curves 778
reported in the DVB-S2 guidelines document [24]. Based 779
on [24], it is possible to find a relationship between the 780
required received SINR and the spectral efficiency achieved 781
by DVB-S2 standard. 782
The results are presented for the total bandwidth and as a 783
function of the total available power denoted by PF L . Figure 7 784
depicts the achieved results of spectral efficiency and Figure 8 785
shows the availability of the users in the forward link. Clearly, 786
the proposed techniques perform better than the benchmark 787
system and again the robust design based on the eigenvector 788
perturbations behaves better than the one that only considers 789
the eigenvalues. 790
The expected result of throughputs in Figure 7 is justified 791
by the availability in Figure 8. In other words, the system with 792
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Fig. 7. Forward link throughput values.
Fig. 8. Forward link availability.
Fig. 9. Forward link throughput index of dispersion.
new proposed design of B̂∗ is closer to upper bound scenario793
than the reference. Moreover, the impact of channel variations794
can be observed in Figure 10. It is clear that our proposal795
results in higher throughputs even when the channel variations796
are high. Remarkably, for the forward link the performance797
difference is higher than the one obtained in the return link.798
Note that, similar to the return link, the values of α are selected799
Fig. 10. Forward link throughput with respect to channel variations. Note
that α determines maximum variation of the channel at each time instant, i.e.
|||| ≤ α.
Fig. 11. Forward link throughput with per antenna power constraints.
so that the feasibility of MSEFL in (32) holds. Figure 11 800
describes the effect of per antenna power constraints. It can 801
be observed that the through is severely reduced considering 802
this power allocation. In addition, it has been considered that 803
the available power is equally distributed among feeds. The 804
dispersion index among users is analysed and represented 805
in Figure 9. For this case, the dispersion values are even higher 806
for the reference scenario and our approach leads to higher 807
fairness between beams. 808
Finally, in order to compare the different satellite archi- 809
tectures we describe in Table I the total capacity values and 810
required feeder link bandwidth for few satellite architectures. 811
The values are obtained for a transmit power of 30 dBW for 812
the forward link with MMSE precoding. Moreover, the hybrid 813
architecture uses the proposed on-board processing based on 814
the eigenvector perturbation scheme. 815
The parameter η is defined as the ratio between the total 816
satellite capacity (i.e. the sum of the rates of all beams) and 817
the feeder link bandwidth, and the colour is defined as the 818
frequency reuse factor within the beam coverage area. In light 819
of the above table, it is evident that on-ground precoding with 820
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TOTAL CAPACITY VERSUS FEEDER LINK
BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT MULTIBEAM
SATELLITE ARCHITECTURES
2 colours is the most efficient architecture in terms of η. How-821
ever, this architecture offers lower system capacity (107 Gbit/s)822
with respect to the hybrid and on-ground with full frequency823
reuse (158 and 137 Gbit/s respectively). As a result, the hybrid824
architecture is the most adequate solution considering the825
future traffic demand forecasts. Although the numerical details826
are not included in this work, the same conclusion can be827
obtained for the return link part.828
It is important to remark that even through the computation829
of η depends on the beampattern, N and K as a general830
statement we can infer that, given a satellite user available831
bandwidth (500 MHz for this case), our proposed on-board832
beamforming technique offers a large throughput yet main-833
taining a low feeder link bandwidth requirement compared834
to the other architectures with only on-ground processing.835
Remarkably, although the 2-colour plus precoding solution836
offers a larger η, its system capacity yields to a lower value837
compared to the hybrid case and; thus, this later solution is the838
most adequate for next generation multibeam satellite systems.839
Finally, the on-board beamforming entails an addi-840
tional payload processing compared for the pure on-ground841
approach. This complexity increase could limit its applica-842
bility in future systems. Therefore, the system designer could843
eventually opt to a pure on-ground architecture whose payload844
complexity is lower compared to the hybrid case. In this845
context, attending to the system capacity increase, the best846
option is the one colour plus precoding approach. On the other847
hand, the 2 colour plus precoding case is the one that offers848
the largest feeder link efficiency.849
VII. CONCLUSION850
This paper proposes a design of non-channel adaptive851
beam generation process that increases the system throughput852
compared to the conventional existing techniques in both853
forward and return link of a multibeam satellite system. The854
design is based on an upper bound approximation of the855
worst case SMSE, which results to be the same for both856
forward and return links, leading to a large reduction of the857
payload complexity. The robust approximation relies on a first858
perturbation model which results tighter than current robust859
designs. Moreover, the simulation results also have shown860
the potential advantage of the considered design in order to 861
increase the total system throughput. As a consequence, this 862
new approach could become a breakthrough in the design of 863
the next satellite systems, which so far have designed the on- 864
board beamforming only based on geographical information. 865
APPENDIX A 866
The goal is to prove, the proposed optimal design of B 867
in (36) can minimize the upper-bound of SMSERL in (35). 868
First, by employing the eigenvalue decomposition of Z˘ in (32), 869
problem (35) can be rewritten as 870
min
MRL
trace
((
IK + MRLDRLMHRL
))−1
871
s.t . MRLMHRL = IK , (56) 872
with the following definitions 873
MRL  BU¯, (57) 874
and, 875
DRL  (¯ − 	H IN )+ =
(
(¯1:K − 	H IK )+ 0K×(N−K )
0(N−K )×K 0(N−K )× (N−K )
)
, 876
(58) 877
where ¯ has only K non-zero eigenvalues, as H¯H¯H has rank 878
equal to K . Actually, the problem (56) can be written as 879
min
MRL
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) 880
s.t . MRLMHRL = IK , (59) 881
where λi (.) denotes the i -th largest eigenvalue of the respec- 882
tive matrix. Obviously, MDMH is a hermitian matrix whose 883
eigenvalues are always positive. Then, it follows that 884
g(λi ) = 11 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) i = 1, . . . , K ; (60) 885
is convex function on λi (MRLDRLMHRL). By using 886
[25, Th. 3.C.1], we have that 887
φ(λ) =
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) 888
=
K∑
i=1
g
(
λi (MRLDRLMHRL)
)
, (61) 889
where λ = (λ1(MRLDRLMHRL), . . . , λK (MRLDRLMHRL)
)T
, 890
and φ(.) is a schur-convex function operator. On other hand, 891
[25, Th. B.1] proved that 892
d ≺ λ, (62) 893
where d(.) represents K × 1 vector formed by the diag- 894
onal elements of the matrix MRLDRLMHRL , i.e. d = 895(
d1(MRLDRLMHRL), . . . , dK (MRLDRLMHRL)
)T
. Finally, com- 896
bining of (62) with the schur convexity of φ(.), we have that 897
φ(d) ≤ φ(λ), i.e. 898
K∑
i=1
1
1 + di
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) ≥
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) . 899
(63) 900
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Moreover, the equality in (63) is reached whenever901
MRLDRLMHRL is diagonal. To this end, it is clear that M has902
to be diagonal such that903
MRL = [IK 0K×(N−K )]. (64)904
Note that this differs to the developments in [20, Sec. V] where905
the diagonal elements are optimized for different objective906
functions. Our approach is to meet the constraint in (56).907
Given (57), it implies that B has to be made of the K first908
rows of the matrix U¯H , that is909
B = U¯H1:K , (65)910
and concludes the proof.911
APPENDIX B912
The starting point of the derivation is the upper bound of913
Z obtained when considering only the eigenvalues variation914
U¯s
(
¯ − 	H I
)
U¯Hs , (66)915
where for this case we additionally consider the perturbation916
on the eigenvectors as917
(
U¯s + Us
) (
¯ − 	H I
) (
U¯s + Us
)H
. (67)918
Note that the derivation in order to obtain Theorem 1,919
remains the same even though the perturbation over the920
eigenvectors is considered. In [21] it is presented that the921
perturbation on the eigenvectors take the form of922
Us = U¯sR + U¯nU¯Hn ZU¯s¯−1s (68)923
where924
R = D ◦
(
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us
)
, (69)925
and the g, f -th entry of D is926
1
λ f − λg , (70)927
for f = g and λ f for f = 1, . . . , N denote the eigenvalues928
of H¯H¯H .929
The aim of this derivation is to substitute the unknown930
matrix Z by the known matrix 	H I which models its931
maximum perturbation value. This derivation entails certain932
assumptions of the definite positiveness of different matrices933
that might not hold in general. In any case, the aim of the934
following work is to motivate and relate the proposed solution935
with the eigenvector matrix perturbation.936
First, we want to show that937
Us ≤ U¯sR + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s , (71)938
in case the following inequality holds939
Z ≤ 	H I. (72)940
In order to show this, we shall assume941
U¯nU¯Hn ZU¯s¯
−1
s ≤ 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s . (73)942
Considering (73) it can be obtained (71).943
Additionally, we have to assume 944
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us ≤ 	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us . 945
(74) 946
The following lemma is required for obtaining the result. 947
Lemma 2: For any complex matrix K and two square 948
complex matrices A ≥ B ≥ 0, it holds that 949
K ◦ A ≥ K ◦ B. (75) 950
Proof: This can be derived from in [26, Th. 17].  951
With this last result it is possible to write the following 952
Us ≤ U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯n H U¯s¯−1s , (76) 953
where 954
R̂ = D ◦
(
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us
)
. (77) 955
Note that we have assumed 956
	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us ≥ 0. (78) 957
In this context, Lemma 2 can be applied. 958
Considering the inequality in (74) jointly with (76), we can 959
write 960
Us ≤ U¯sRˆ + 	H U¯nU¯n H U¯s¯−1s , (79) 961
where 962
R̂ = D ◦
(
	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us
)
. (80) 963
The right side of the inequality in (79) is the one presented in 964
the proposal. 965
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Onboard Beam Generation for Multibeam
Satellite Systems
Vahid Joroughi, Miguel Ángel Vázquez, Ana I. Pérez-Neira, Senior Member, IEEE, and Bertrand Devillers
Abstract— This paper aims at designing an onboard beamAQ:1 1
generation process for a hybrid onboard on-ground multibeam2
satellite architecture. The proposed method offers a good tradeoff3
between total throughput and feeder link bandwidth require-4
ments compared with pure on-ground systems. Full frequency5
reuse among beams is considered, and the beamforming at6
the satellite is designed for supporting interference mitigation7
techniques. In addition, in order to reduce the payload cost8
and complexity, this onboard beamforming is assumed to be9
constant and the same for forward and return link transmissions10
so that the same array-fed reflector can be used for forward and11
return links, leading to a substantial reduction of the payload12
mass. To meet all these requirements, a novel robust minimum13
mean square error optimization is conceived. The benefits of14
the considered scheme are evaluated with respect to the current15
approaches both analytically and numerically. Indeed, we show16
that with the DVB-RCS and DVB-S2 standards, our proposal17
allows increasing the total throughput within a range between18
6% and 15% with respect to other onboard processing techniques19
in the return and forward link, respectively.20
Index Terms— Multibeam satellite systems, on-board beam21
processing, linear precoding, DVB-S2, DVB-RCS.22
I. INTRODUCTION23
THE increasing demand for fixed broadband data services24 is an opportunity for satellite industries to target new25
markets apart from the well-known current ones (i.e. broadcast26
broadband, emergency communications, …). In order to cope27
with higher data traffic demands, satellite system designers are28
looking for advanced satellite communication architectures.29
In this context, the use of multiple beams has recently received30
a lot of attention as a key enabler of next generation high31
throughput satellite systems. These systems rely on employing32
a large number of beams instead of a single (global) beam33
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in the coverage area. This is beneficial since each beam can 34
have a larger antenna gain-to-noise temperature than in the 35
single beam case and the available spectrum can be reused 36
among spatially separated beams. Furthermore, whenever the 37
satellite systems delivers broadband unicast (i.e. a single user 38
per beam is served) or multicast (i.e. multiple user per beam 39
are served) interactive traffic, the multibeam architecture can 40
support different modulations and code rates for each user 41
depending on the user link quality, leading to a high increase 42
of the overall system throughput. 43
Nowadays, the system designers target the Terabit multi- 44
beam satellite system, i.e. a satellite system offering a Terabit 45
per second capacity. In fact, the goal is to increase the over- 46
all spectral efficiency while keeping the payload complexity 47
affordable. One of the main challenges of Terabit satellite 48
systems is how to deal with the large spectral demands of the 49
feeder link (i.e. the bidirectional communication link between 50
the satellite and the service provider), whose bandwidth 51
requirements increase exponentially as it aggregates the traffic 52
of all users, while keeping a full frequency reuse allocation. 53
Recently, some techniques have been proposed in order to 54
optimize the feeder link spectrum resources. Indeed, there is 55
a current tendency for moving the feeder from the Ka band to 56
the Q/V band, where there are larger available bandwidths [1]. 57
Unfortunately, in these frequencies the fading is extremely 58
large and more advanced transmitting diversity techniques are 59
needed. 60
Another option is the use of multiple gateways, which 61
might be adequate in order to reduce the feeder link spectral 62
requirements as they can be equipped with very directive 63
antennas and exploit the spatial diversity while sharing all 64
available spectrum [2], [3]. Nevertheless, the deployment of 65
several gateways increases the cost of the system and; more- 66
over, the interference mitigation techniques result in certain 67
performance degradation [4], [5]. This is due to the fact that 68
the processing must be separated in isolated processing units. 69
In contrast to the aforementioned satellite architectures, this 70
paper focuses on the hybrid on-board on-ground processing 71
scheme. This promising solution keeps certain operations in 72
the payload so that the amount of required signals from the 73
feeder link are severely reduced. In this way, the satellite 74
does act in transparent mode and it analogically processes 75
the signals, leading to a high reduction of the feeder link 76
bandwidth requirements. Specifically, while the full on-ground 77
beamforming requires a feeder link bandwidth of 78
Bfeeder link on-ground = N Bbeam, (1) 79
1536-1276 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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where N is the number of feed elements1 and Bbeam is the the80
total available bandwidth that the users employ; the hybrid81
on-board on-ground processing only requires82
Bfeeder link hybrid = K Bbeam, (2)83
where K is the number of beams. As a result, the feeder84
link bandwidth is reduced since for this work we will con-85
sider multiple-feed-per-beam architecture where N > K .86
Note that, in contrast to single-feed-per-beam architectures87
(N = K ), in multiple-feed-per-beam architectures beam-88
forming scan losses are negligible [6]. In addition, multiple-89
feed-per-beam architecture allows a single on-board reflector90
to emit beams since single-feed-per-beam typically requires91
multiple antenna reflectors for a contiguous coverage. A more92
detailed description of the beam process and its feeder link93
requirements is presented in [7] and [8].94
Apart from the feeder link challenge, multibeam satellite95
systems require a large capacity in the access network. As a96
matter of fact, in the generated radiation pattern on Earth,97
adjacent beams create high levels of interference and, there-98
fore, a carefully planned power and frequency reuse among99
beams must be employed to cope with this increased level100
of interference. Consequently, beams with adjacent footprint101
currently operate in different frequency bands or polarizations.102
In this context, an essential parameter is the number of103
colors Nc in the frequency reuse pattern, which we define104
as the cardinality of the set of disjoint frequency bands and105
polarizations used on the cluster of beam footprints which106
define the coverage area (Nc ≥ 1). In fact, the lower the107
number of Nc , the higher the overall system bandwidth will be108
and the higher the interference power levels will be generated.109
In order to increase the available bandwidth yet maintain a110
low multiuser interference, a promising technique is to use full111
frequency reuse pattern (Nc = 1) and resort to interference112
mitigation techniques. In this way, signals can be precoded113
and detected before being transmitted and received in order to114
reduce inter-beam interference [9]. As a result, a considerable115
improvement of the achievable spectral efficiency can be116
obtained. To this end, more advanced interference mitigation117
techniques as precoding in the forward link and multiuser118
detection or filtering in the return link have been considered119
in past studies of the European Space Agency (ESA) [9], [10].120
Since interference mitigation techniques require large com-121
putational resources, they must be carried out on ground.122
Indeed, larger efficiencies are obtained if not only the pre-123
coding and detection are done on ground, but also the beam124
generation process, as more flexible processing units are avail-125
able. In other words, if the beamforming is kept fixed on the126
payload, there is a performance loss compared to the spectral127
efficiencies obtained by on ground beamforming [11], [12].128
However, if the satellite does not perform any beam process-129
ing, the feeder link needs a large amount of spectral resources130
in order to transmit all the user signals. In addition, cen-131
tralizing signal processing mechanisms on-ground requires a132
phase calibration loop between satellite and ground segment.133
Consequently, even though certain degradation is expected134
1The input signals of the antenna array feed assembly located in the payload.
with respect to the on-ground operation (i.e. beam generation, 135
precoding and detection are done in the terrestrial segment), 136
in the present work we propose to optimize the on-board beam 137
generation process so that the achievable rates do not severely 138
decrease due to the on-board beam generation and the feeder 139
link traffic is kept low. 140
Concretely, this paper focuses on obtaining an optimal on- 141
board beam generation when linear minimum mean square 142
error (LMMSE) precoding technique in the forward link and 143
LMMSE detection procedure in the return link are used as 144
interference mitigation techniques. This study foresees the 145
presence of a non-channel-adaptive (fixed) on-board beam 146
processing scheme in order to keep payload complexity low. 147
Thus, the problem becomes more difficult in the presence 148
of this fixed process in the payload. In order to deal with 149
this problem, we use a robust optimization framework so that 150
a fixed beam generation can be obtained despite user link 151
channel variation. 152
Furthermore, the designs for both the forward and return 153
links results the same, which makes it appropriate for the 154
future multibeam satellite systems since it is expected that 155
the same reflector is employed at the return and forward 156
links leading to a substantial cost and mass reduction of the 157
payload. Note that the variability of the channel is due to the 158
change of position of the users in consecutive time instants and 159
atmospheric fading. Numerical simulations show the benefit of 160
our method, which in some scenarios can increase the spectral 161
efficiency over the 6% and 15% for return and forward links, 162
respectively, if the DVB-S2 and DVB-RCS modulation and 163
coding parameters (modcods) are used. 164
To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the first 165
time the problem of on-board beam generation process is 166
treated not only in the forward but also in the return link. 167
In contrast to our preliminar work [13], where only the forward 168
link was examined, in this paper we focus our attention to 169
the joint forward and return link optimization. In addition, 170
a novel and better robust design is presented based on a more 171
complete description of the channel perturbations. This new 172
scheme is conceived considering a first order perturbation 173
approach. Finally, several detailed evaluations are presented 174
that validate our contribution in detail. 175
To sum up, the paper contributions are: 176
• We propose an on-board beamforming scheme that 177
results the same for forward and return links leading 178
to a substantial reduction of the satellite mass and 179
cost. 180
• This on board processing considers that precoding and fil- 181
tering is used so that larger gains are obtained with respect 182
to the schemes that only consider the coverage area. 183
• In addition, this on board beamforming can keep the 184
feeder link bandwidth requirements low yet preserving 185
substantial gains over the coverage area with respect to 186
full on ground techniques. 187
• The proposed technique is robust and invariant to channel 188
variations and a novel perturbation analysis is performed. 189
• Numerical simulations are performed in a close-to-real 190
scenario considering a real deployment which leads to 191
an adequate validation. 192
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II193
presents the signal model. A brief introduction of the194
beam generation process and the problem characteristics are195
described in section III. Section IV presents a novel fixed on-196
board beam generation process. Section V presents a novel197
robust scheme based on a first order perturbation analysis.198
Section VI contains a summary of the simulation results, and199
eventually the conclusions are given in section VI.200
Notation: Throughout this paper, the following notations201
are adopted. Boldface upper-case letters denote matrices and202
boldface lower-case letters refer to column vectors. (.)H ,203
(.)T , (.)∗ and (.)+ denote a Hermitian transpose, transpose,204
conjugate and diagonal (with positive diagonal elements )205
matrix, respectively. IN builds N × N identity matrix and206
0K×N refers to an all-zero matrix of size K × N . If A is207
a N × N matrix, A1:K refers to taking the K first rows of208
the matrix A. (X)i j represents the (i -th, j -th) element of209
matrix X. If B is a N × N matrix, A ≤ B implies A − B210
is semidefinite negative. A matrix M is definite negative if211
the real part of zH Mz ≤ 0 for any non-zero z. a ≺ b means212
vector a majorizes vector b. Finally, E{.} and ||.|| refer to the213
expected value operator and the Frobenius norm, respectively.214
The operator ◦ corresponds to the Hadamart product which is215
a componentwise product.216
II. SIGNAL MODEL217
Let us consider a multibeam satellite communication sys-218
tem, where a single geosynchronous satellite with multibeam219
coverage provides fixed broadband services to a large set of220
users, typically operating in Ka-band, although L and S band221
could be considered depending on the scenario. To this end,222
the satellite is equipped with an array fed reflector antenna223
whose number of feeds is denoted by N . The coverage area224
is divided into K beams, with225
K < N, (3)226
and the users are assumed to be uniformly distributed227
within the beams. By employing a time division multiplexing228
access (TDMA) scheme, at each time instant the gateway is229
serving a total of K single antenna users (i.e. exactly one230
user per beam), and it is transmitting (receiving) information231
to (from) the same number of the users through the satellite in232
the forward (return) link. Note that in return link satellite com-233
munications generally operate in a multi-frequency TDMA234
(MF-TDMA) so that different users of the same beam might235
be allocated to different sub-bands. For the sake of simplicity236
and without loss of generality, the rest of the paper considers237
TDMA for the return link. Remarkably, the conceived tech-238
nique can be accommodated to the multi-band communication239
by replicating the linear processing at each band due to the240
frequency flatness of the channel response.241
The satellite is assumed to linearly convert a set of N on-242
board feed signals into the K feeder link signals which are243
transmitted to the gateway in a frequency multiplexed fashion.244
Reciprocally, in the forward link, the same linear processing245
strategy is used to construct the N feed signals from the K246
feeder link signals.247
Fig. 1. Multibeam satellite system with on-board beam generation process.
The precoding and detection procedures are done on ground. On the contrary,
the beam generation process is carried out at the payload and it is assumed
to be constant and the same for forward and return links.
Fig. 2. Block diagram of an hybrid on-board on-ground multibeam satellite
architecture.
Moreover, since a high throughput system is targeted, 248
full frequency reuse among beams is assumed so that all 249
beams can share the same frequency resources. The user 250
link is the communication bottleneck of the whole system. 251
The feeder link is assumed perfectly calibrated and noiseless. 252
Figures 1 and 2 summarize the transmission block diagram. 253
In the following, the mathematical expressions of the signal 254
model in both the return and forward links are described.
AQ:4
255
A. Return Link 256
As stated above, K denotes the number of users and N is the 257
number of on-board feeds. Then, the corresponding received 258
signal at the gateway can be modelled as 259
yRL =
√
βBHs + Bn, (4) 260
where yRL = [yRL ,1, . . . , yRL ,K ]T is a K × 1 vector contain- 261
ing the stack of received signals at the gateway. The K × 1 262
vector s is the stack of the transmitted independent signals 263
by all users such that E{ssH } = IK . Note that, throughout 264
the paper the subscript RL is used to refer the return link 265
while FL will denote the forward link. The constant β denotes 266
Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP), which is referred 267
to the user terminal transmit power and we assume to be the 268
same for all the users. 269
In order to radiate the multibeam pattern, the satellite 270
payload is equipped with a smart antenna system (generally 271
an array fed reflector) coined as on-board beam generation 272
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process. This system constructs the beam pattern for transmit-273
ting and receiving data from the coverage area. Mathemati-274
cally, the effect of this beamforming appears as the rectangular275
K × N fat matrix B.276
The N × 1 vector n accounts for the zero mean Additive277
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). We assume unit variance278
Gaussian noise samples such that279
E{BnnH BH } = BBH . (5)280
For radio-frequency design convenience, we will assume that281
B is orthonormal so that the feed signals are decoupled at the282
payload
(
BBH = IK
)
. Matrix H is the overall N ×K user link283
channel matrix whose element hi j presents the aggregate gain284
of the link between the i -th satellite feed and the j -th user285
(in the j -th beam). This channel can be decomposed as286
follows:287
H = GD, (6)288
where:289
• G is a N × K matrix that models the feed radiation290
pattern, the on-board attenuation and path losses. It is291
responsible for the interference among users. We assume292
the elements of G are normalized so that they have unit293
variance.294
• D is assumed to be a K × K diagonal matrix which takes295
into account the atmospheric fading in the user link.296
Note that (k,n)-th entry of the feed radiation pattern matrix G297
can be described as follows298
(G)k,n =
G Rakn
4π dkλ
√
K B TR BW
, (7)299
with dk the distance between the k-th user terminal and the300
satellite. λ is the carrier wavelength, K B is the Boltzmann301
constant, BW is the carrier bandwidth, G2R the user terminal302
receive antenna gain, and TR the receiver noise temperature.303
The term akn refers to the gain from the n-th feed to the k-th304
user. It is important to mention that the G matrix has been305
normalized to the receiver noise term. The reader can refer306
to [12] for a more detailed description of the channel model.307
B. Forward Link308
Analogously to the return link, the signal model of the309
forward link becomes310
yFL = γ HT BT x + w, (8)311
where K × 1 vector yFL is the stack of received signals at312
each user terminal, and x is a K × 1 vector that contains the313
stack of transmitted symbols. Remarkably, in general wireless314
communication systems, the channel reciprocity does not hold315
as uplink and downlink operate in disjoint frequency bands.316
However, considering our channel modelling, the channel317
matrix in the forward link differs from the return link in the318
path loss, feed gain and atmospheric fading. As a result, a scal-319
ing factor γ can model the different frequency operations.320
Similarly as in the return link, w is a K × 1 vector that321
represents the independent and identically distributed zero322
mean Gaussian random noise with unit variance such that323
E{wwH } = IK . (9)324
Evidently, B does not influence in the forward link noise 325
covariance matrix. We assume the following average available 326
power constraint: 327
trace(xxH ) ≤ PF L , (10) 328
where PFL denotes the total transmit power in the forward 329
link. Note that the transmit power constraint is set without 330
considering the beam generation process B. This is because 331
the power allocation mechanism is located before the array fed 332
reflector system. In addition, it is assumed that the feeds can 333
share the available transmit power. This can be implemented 334
with flexible travelling wave tube amplifiers jointly with multi- 335
port power amplifiers as described in [14]. 336
Now, we proceed to jointly optimize matrix B so that the 337
overall system performance is improved. It is important to 338
remark that B must be the same for both the optimization of 339
the return and forward links in order to reduce the payload 340
cost. In addition, this matrix needs to be constant in order to 341
keep the payload complexity low and minimize the feeder link 342
spectral resources. 343
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 344
Let us assume that the gateway has perfect Channel State 345
Information (CSI) and uses LMMSE as described in [15] 346
for precoding in the forward link and LMMSE filtering for 347
multiuser detection in the return link. These techniques have 348
been pointed out as efficient methods due to both its inter- 349
ference rejection capabilities and fairness among beams while 350
preserving a low computational complexity [16]. 351
This work resorts to the minimization of the trace of the 352
MSE matrix both at the forward and return links that results 353
from the use of LMMSE precoding and detection. Let us 354
briefly outline the overall mathematical derivation: 355
1) First, the MSE matrix of the return link is computed 356
assuming LMMSE detection. 357
2) Second, the MSE matrix of the forward link is computed 358
assuming LMMSE precoding. 359
3) Third, an upper bound of the MSE minimization in the 360
return link is presented. 361
4) Finally, a novel robust beam generation process in the 362
return link, which considers the aforementioned upper 363
bound is obtained. For the forward link case, the optimal 364
design yields to the same solution as it is described. 365
Remarkably, the design of the optimal B is imposed to be 366
non channel dependent. We show that the optimal B in the 367
forward and return links results to be the same; thus, fulfilling 368
one of the constraints of the system. 369
A. Return Link 370
As a first step, let us define WH as the LMMSE filter 371
that detects K received signals at the gateway such that 372
sˆ = WH yRL; composed by sˆi which denotes the i -th element 373
of the detected signal (for i -the user) in the gateway. In this 374
context, the MSE of i -th user is achieved as follows 375
MSERL,i = E{|si − sˆi |2}, (11) 376
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where si represents the i -th element of transmit signal vec-377
tor (for i -the user) for a total of K users such that s =378
(s1, . . . , sK )T .379
It is well known that the mathematical expression of380
LMMSE filter becomes381
WH =
(
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1
HH BH , (12)382
and the MSE matrix after the use of this filter is383
MSERL =
(
IK + βHH BH
(
BBH
)−1
BH
)−1
. (13)384
Without loss of generality, we restrict B to be orthonormal385
such that BBH = IK . The sum of MSE in the return link is386
defined as387
SMSERL = trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
. (14)388
Now, let us assume for a moment that B can be channel389
adaptive (i.e the payload can modify B depending on the390
channel variations) . Then, the corresponding problem is391
formulated as392
min
B
trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
393
s.t . BBH = IK . (15)394
It is important to remark that the authors in [11] showed395
that the presence of B increases the SMSERL in the gateway.396
Mathematically,397
trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
398
≥ trace
((
IK + βHH H
)−1)
. (16)399
Indeed, in [11] it was shown that with the following Singular400
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the channel H = UVH ,401
an optimal design of B can be worked out as402
B = UH1:K , (17)403
where UH1:K denotes the K first rows of the matrix UH .404
In fact, it can be easily seen that this particular solution reaches405
equality in (16) and; thus, minimizes the SMSERL.406
In the present work, B is assumed to be non-channel adap-407
tive, therefore, the design of B in (17) cannot be considered.408
Even though the channel appears to be variable at each409
realization, we aim at finding the best possible non-channel410
adaptive design of B. In this context, let us decompose the411
channel as follows412
H  H¯ + , (18)413
where:414
• H¯ represents the mean value of the channel.415
•  models the difference between the actual value of the416
channel and its mean. It indicates the variability of the417
channel in consecutive time instants as already explained418
in section I.419
We assume that the actual channel H lies in the neighborhood420
of a nominal channel H¯ that is known to the gateway.421
In particular, we consider that H belongs to the uncertainty 422
region H  {H : ||H − H¯|| ≤ α} which is an sphere centered 423
at H¯ with the radius α. 424
Interestingly, the channel model in (18) resembles the 425
modeling of a MIMO system with imperfect CSI at the 426
transmitter which has been solved as a worst case optimization 427
problem in [17]–[19]. With this perspective for the return link, 428
the worst case robust design is proposed, which leads to a 429
maximin or minimax formulation: 430
min
B
max

trace
((
IK + βHH BH BH
)−1)
431
s.t . BBH = IK . (19) 432
Prior to obtaining the solution of (19), let us focus on the 433
forward link optimization problem, which is similarly derived. 434
B. Forward Link 435
In the forward link, the zero forcing precoding with a 436
regularized inversion is assumed [15]. In this case, the linear 437
precoding is expressed as 438
x = Tc, (20) 439
where T is the K × K precoding matrix at the gateway and 440
c is the K × 1 transmit symbol vector at all feeds such that 441
E{ccH } = IK . In this context, the corresponding precoding 442
matrix T is expressed as 443
T = γ√ρB∗H∗
(
K
PFL
IK + γ 2HT BT B∗H∗
)−1
, (21) 444
where the value of the constant ρ has to comply with the 445
forward link power constraint as follows 446
trace
(
TTH
)
≤ PFL. (22) 447
It is important to remark that in order to properly decode the 448
transmitted symbols, the receivers shall know ρ a prior so that 449
the transmitter shall share this value to all receivers jointly with 450
the transmitted frame. This can be done with during the pilot 451
symbol transmission where precoding is not applied. 452
This particular kind of precoder is used to find an opti- 453
mal balance between achieving signal gain and limiting the 454
multiuser interference. Similar to the return link, MSEFL,i is 455
defined as 456
MSEF L ,i = E{|ci − cˆi |2}, (23) 457
where MSEFL,i refers to the MSE received by i -th user. Simi- 458
larly, c = (c1, . . . , cK )T and cˆ = (√ρ)−1yFL = (cˆ1, . . . , cˆK )T 459
are the transmitted and received signals for K users, respec- 460
tively. In this context, ci represents the transmitted signal for 461
i -the user and cˆi denotes the signal received by user i -th. The 462
MSE matrix in the forward link can be calculated as follows 463
MSEFL = E
{(
(
√
ρ)−1yFL − c
) (
(
√
ρ)−1yFL − c
)H}
, 464
(24) 465
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which can be rewritten as466
MSEFL = KPFL
(
(
γ 2HT BT B∗BT B∗H∗ + K
PFL
IK
)
467
× (γ 2HT BT B∗H∗ + K
PFL
IK
)−2
)
(25)468
As in the return link, we concentrate our efforts to minimize469
the sum of MSE, this is470
SMSEFL = trace(MSEFL), (26)471
where, recalling that BBH = IK and we consider the following472
property, trace(A) = trace(AT ) where A is a square matrix,473
then we have that474
SMSEF L = KPFL trace
((
γ 2HH BH BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
.475
(27)476
The worst case optimization problem thanks to the channel477
decomposition in (18) can be formulated as follows478
min
B
max

trace
((
γ 2HH BH BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
479
s.t . BBH = IK . (28)480
Note that the return link optimization (19) and the forward481
link one (28) are the same except for a scalar value. In next482
section we show that both lead to the same optimal design;483
thus confirming a natural uplink downlink physical duality.484
IV. B OPTIMIZATION485
This section tackles with the main objective of this paper.486
An optimally designed B for problems (19) and (28) is pre-487
sented. Two main steps are followed. The first step provides a488
brief description of an upper bound for the SMSE. The second489
step proposes a design for B such that it minimizes the490
proposed SMSE upper-bound obtained in the first step. The491
design is done for the return link and extended to the forward492
link.493
Prior to presenting the optimal design, we need to introduce494
the next lemma.495
Lemma 1: Assuming an arbitrary square matrix A, the next496
equation holds497
trace
((
IK + AAH
)−1) = trace
((
IK + AH A
)−1)
. (29)498
Proof: It is a direct consequence of inversion matrix499
lemma. 500
By considering A = √βBH, the SMSERL in problem (19)501
can be rewritten as502
trace
((
IK + βBZBH
)−1)
, (30)503
where Z = HHH = H¯H¯H +H¯H +H¯H +H is a N × N504
matrix. We propose an upper bound of SMSERL as follows505
Theorem 1: The SMSERL is upper bounded by506
trace
((
IK + βBZBH
)−1) ≤ trace
((
IK + βBZ˘BH
)−1)
507
(31)508
where 509
Z˘  U¯(¯ − 	H IN )+U¯H , (32) 510
so that H¯H¯H = U¯¯U¯H is the eigen-decomposition of matrix 511
H¯H¯H . The scalar value 	H is defined as 512
	H  2αδmax(H¯) (33) 513
where δmax(C) denotes the maximum singular value of C 514
matrix. 515
Proof: See [18, Sec.7.3.1].  516
As a result, a worst-case SMSERL can be obtained in 517
practice by using the lower bound Z˘ in lieu of Z. However, it is 518
important to mention that some values of α lead to unfeasible 519
MSERL solutions, that is, for a large value of α the matrix (32) 520
might become low rank since ()+ operator delivers 0 whenever 521
the diagonal entry is non positive. Due to that, the value of α 522
has to be checked and, if necessary, decreased so that 523
rank
(
Z˘
)
= K . (34) 524
In order to obtain a robust design, the target is to minimize 525
the proposed upper-bound of SMSERL in (31) instead of (19). 526
In this case, the corresponding problem is formulated as 527
min
B
trace
((
IK + βBZ˘BH
)−1)
528
s.t . BBH = IK . (35) 529
The solution to this optimization problem is described in the 530
next theorem. 531
Theorem 2: The upper bound of SMSE is minimized if B is 532
selected as the first K rows of the matrix U¯H , that is 533
B = U¯H1:K , (36) 534
where B denotes the optimal design of B. 535
Proof: See Appendix A.  536
Remark: It is important to mention that the derivation of 537
theorem 2 differs to [20, Th. 1]. The main difference consists 538
of the constraint since in [20] a total power constraint is 539
considered 540
trace
(
BBH
)
≤ PFL, (37) 541
where as this paper assumes 542
BBH = IK , (38) 543
which involves further mathematical developments as 544
described in Appendix A. 545
Before starting with the forward link case, let us remark 546
that B only needs statistical channel knowledge in order to 547
be computed. Moreover, its design does not depend on α as 548
long as the resulting rank of Z˘ is equal to K . Indeed, the value 549
of α affects only on the resulting SMSERL. This is due to 550
the optimization of an upper bound of the problem instead of 551
the problem itself. Now, let us proceed with the forward link 552
optimization. 553
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In the forward link the optimization problem can be formu-554
lated as follows555
min
B
trace
((
γ 2BZ˘BH + K
PFL
IK
)−1)
556
s.t . BBH = IK . (39)557
In can be observed that the optimal solution of (39) is (36).558
The sketch of the proof is similar to the one presented559
previously for the return link and; thus, we only comment it.560
The idea is to check whether the term KPFL does not influence561
the optimal value of (39) which can be easily observed in562
appendix A. Consequently, neither the scaling factor due to563
the channel variations γ does not influence the optimization.564
Remarkably, this derivation is different from the one presented565
in our preliminary work in [13], because this paper considers566
the forward and return link optimizations.567
Note that the beamforming scheme depends on H¯ so that568
the system designer needs to be aware of it in advance.569
This information can be obtained through current deploy-570
ments or estimations. In addition, the robust beamforming571
design has the same eigenvectors as the nominal channel572
matrix H¯H¯H . In other words, the presented robust design573
only considers eigenvalue variations due to the different user574
positions. In the next section, the impact on the eigenvectors575
is analyzed.576
V. FIRST ORDER PERTURBATION ANALYSIS577
Considering the derivations of the previous section, obtain-578
ing a robust on-board beamforming matrix leads to computing579
an accurate upper-bound of Z considering the different sources580
of perturbation. This section completes the upper-bound by581
including an additional impact of the perturbation errors.582
A complete perturbation model can be described as583
Z = (U¯s + Us
) (
¯s + s
) (
U¯s + Us
)H
584
+ (U¯n + Un
) (
¯n + n
) (
U¯n + Un
)H
, (40)585
where the U denotes the matrix containing the eigenvectors586
and  is a diagonal matrix which contains the eigenvalues.587
Sub-index s denotes the non-zero signal space whereas n the588
signal space that is spanned by the zero valued eigenvalues589
(i.e. the null space of Z). All Us , s,Un,n are590
generated by a perturbed version of Z¯:591
Z = Z¯ + Z, (41)592
where593
Z¯ = H¯H¯H , (42)594
and595
Z = H¯H + H¯H + H . (43)596
Under this context, U¯ denotes the eigenvector of the nominal597
matrix Z¯ whereas ¯ a matrix containing its eigenvalues. The598
other matrices with the · prefix denote the corresponding599
perturbation matrices.600
The previous section has implicitly considered two assump-601
tions. First, it has been assumed that the channel variations602
do not modify the dimension of the null space so that n 603
remains as a zero matrix. Second, it has been assumed that 604
Us = 0 ,which might not be true in certain cases [21]. 605
The aim of this section is to consider the effect of this later 606
perturbation in order to obtain a more realistic version of Z 607
than the presented in the previous section, Ẑ. 608
This novel approximation of Z, Ẑ, considers both per- 609
turbations at both eigenvalues and eigenvectors (Us). 610
Mathematically, 611
Ẑ = (U¯s − P
) (
¯ − 	H I
) (
U¯s − P
)H
, (44) 612
where P is a semidefinite positive matrix that has the same 613
dimensions of Us . Note that it is essential to obtain a matrix 614
P that collapses the maximum of the eigenvectors perturbation. 615
In the following we propose a solution in order to properly 616
design the on-board beamforming when eigenvector perturba- 617
tions are present. 618
Proposal The beamforming matrix that takes into account 619
both the eigenvalues and eigenvector perturbation can be 620
written as 621
B̂∗ = Û = U¯s −
(
	H U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s
)
, (45) 622
where 623
R̂ = D ◦
(
UHs Us¯ + ¯UHs Us
)
, (46) 624
and the g, f -th entry of D is 625
1
λ f − λg , (47) 626
for f = g and λ f for f = 1, . . . , N denote the eigenvalues 627
of H¯H¯H . 628
Proof: See Appendix B.  629
Note that for this case, the eigenvectors of the beamforming 630
matrix take a different value from the nominal matrix. In addi- 631
tion, the larger α the more different are the eigenvectors from 632
the nominal channel matrix ones. However, α cannot take any 633
arbitrary value. Indeed, the permissible perturbation value is 634
dictated by the fact that the resulting matrix containing the 635
eigenvectors shall be semidefinite positive. As a result, 	H 636
shall hold 637
U¯s ≥
(
	H U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s
)
. (48) 638
It is important to remark that B̂∗ is not a unitary matrix 639
and; thus, it is not an efficient solution of the optimization 640
problem (39) as it does not satisfies the constraints. However, 641
we take the heuristic approach of electing B̂∗ processing, even 642
though the solution is not unitary since it is obtained from a 643
more detailed description of the perturbation errors impact. 644
This solution is validated in the simulation section and it is 645
observed that it presents a slightly better performance than the 646
B∗ solution. 647
As we have already seen, the beam generation process both 648
on the forward and return links leads to the same matrix B, 649
which is fixed. Now, it is time to compare the benefits of this 650
design in front of the current beamforming deployments. 651
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS652
In order to show the performance of our proposal, this653
section presents a numerical evaluation of the conceived654
technique. Our baseline scenario is an array fed reflector655
antenna and matrix B that have been provided by ESA in the656
framework of a study on next generation multibeam satellite657
systems.2 The number of feeds is assumed to be N = 155 and658
K = 100 beams that are covering the whole Europe area.659
Results have been averaged over a total of 1000 user link660
channel realizations. Note that, only atmospheric fading due661
to rain effect is considered in the user link channel and662
further refinements of the channel are neglected. This simple663
characterization is useful for the intended comparisons and it664
is a general practice in the evaluation of multibeam satellite665
systems.666
The randomness of the channel is due to the user positions667
which are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the668
beams. In addition, we will assume that each user employs669
all available spectrum and the atmospheric fading is modelled670
as in [22].671
Recall that, full frequency reuse among beams and noiseless672
feeder link have been considered in this work. In the sequel,673
we compute different performance metrics. First, the SINR674
for each user after employing interference mitigation tech-675
niques among users is presented. Then, with that SINR676
value, the throughput is inferred according to DVB-RCS and677
DVB-S2 standards for the return and forward links, respec-678
tively [23], [24]. Furthermore, the simulation results also679
provide the SINR statistics. In this case, the instantaneous680
availability indicator for the k-th user is given by681
Ak = g(SINRk) (49)682
which is equal to 0 if the user link is unavailable (i.e, if the683
instantaneous SINR is lower than that required by the lowest684
modcod for the return link, i.e. SINRk < 1.7dB, and for685
the forward link, i.e. SINRk < −2.72dB ) and is equal to686
1 otherwise. We also present the Shannon capacity3 obtained687
from the user SINR,688
CShannon = log2(1 + SINR), (50)689
and assuming that interference is treated as Gaussian noise.690
This measurement serves us to see the potential of our691
work independently of the satellite standard modulations and692
channel coding both for the forward and return links.693
Another performance metric to be considered is the fairness694
among beams. Note that this is of great interest for satellite695
operators where near to equal achievable data rates per beam696
are the target. For this purpose, we present the throughput697
index of dispersion, defined as698
Index of Dispersion = σTh
μTh
, (51)699
where σTh and μTh correspond to the variance and the mean700
of the user throughputs, respectively. This metric provides an701
2http://satnex4.org/
3Of course, we refer to the use of the Shannon formula instead of the
channel capacity.
indicator of how the data rates are dispersed with respect to 702
the mean. The larger the index of dispersion is, the lower the 703
fairness the system achieves. 704
For a best practice, as upper bound for the achievable 705
rates we consider only on-ground processing at the gateway 706
(i.e. no on-board processing) as it is described in [11]. From 707
the return link point of view, the received signal (4), which 708
is based on this on-ground scenario, is rewritten as 709
yRL = THon-ground (Hs + n) , (52) 710
where 711
Ton-ground = H
(
HHH + IK
)−1
(53) 712
denotes the LMMSE detector filter at the gateway. Note that 713
the linear processing is similar to (12) but in this case it has 714
been assumed that no beamforming is done. Considering the 715
forward link, the received signal by the user terminals with 716
this on-ground technique can be represented as 717
yFL = HT Ton-groundx + w. (54) 718
It is important to remark that although large data rates can 719
be obtained if all the processing is carried out on ground, 720
the required feeder link spectral resources severely increase, 721
leading to a possibly inefficient system. 722
To sum up, in order to test the validity of the derived 723
theoretical results in section IV, we compute the spectral 724
efficiency of the following multibeam satellite system using 725
precoding and detection algorithms for forward and return 726
links respectively: 727
• B based on a geographical reasoning (reference). 4 728
• B∗ proposed by this study in (36). 729
• B̂∗ proposed by this study in (45). 730
• On ground processing (upper bound). 731
In the sequel, the results are separated into two different 732
subsections, return and forward link. In this context, the 733
same fixed optimal design of on-board beamforming matrix 734
is computed since this optimal design depends on the right 735
eigen vector of channel average matrix, H¯. This is computed 736
empirically considering the aforementioned 1000 channel user 737
realizations. 738
A. Return Link 739
The return link operates at 30GHz, and is based on DVB- 740
RCS standard [23] and we target a Packet Error Rate (PER) 741
of 10−7. Figure 3 depicts the evolution of the total average 742
throughput (bits/symbol) as a function of the user EIRP (β) 743
for different scenarios. Although by means of using the 744
DVB-RCS standard the obtained throughput gain is limited 745
when the Shannon capacity is considered, higher gains are 746
obtained with respect to the reference scenario . In other 747
words, other modcods design would improve the benefits of 748
the proposed technique with respect to the reference sce- 749
nario. Note that the proposed robust design that consider the 750
eigenvector perturbation improves the system throughput with 751
4This beam generation process has attended geographical reasons, so that
ESA confirmed all Europe achieves a sufficient signal power strength.
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Fig. 3. Return link throughput values over different user EIRP (β).
Fig. 4. Return link availability.
respect to the design that only considers eigenvalue variations.752
Indeed, our proposal is approaching the upper bound of the753
on ground design.754
The corresponding availability probability is also provided755
in Figure 4. In this case, our proposal also improves the refer-756
ence scenario, leading to an increase of the system availability.757
Remarkably, the fairness among beams is also improved as758
it is depicted in Figure 5. Lower values of dispersion index759
are obtained with our technique with respect to the reference760
design.761
Finally, we study the impact of the channel variations on762
the beamforming design. Bearing in mind that α in (33) deter-763
mines this variation, we compute this value and we present764
its corresponding average throughput values in Figure 6. The765
values of α are selected so that the feasibility of MSERL in (32)766
holds. It implies that767
(¯ − 	H IN )ii ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , N. (55)768
For a large value of α the matrix (55) might become semidef-769
inite negative and; thus, changes the nature of the problem.770
In order to avoid this, α has to be checked so that the771
matrix (55) always remains semidefinite positive. It is observed772
Fig. 5. Return link throughput index of dispersion.
Fig. 6. Return link throughput with respect to channel variations. Note that
α determines maximum variation of the channel at each time instant, i.e.
|||| ≤ α.
that the larger α values, the less the throughput is obtained due 773
to the channel mismatch. 774
B. Forward Link 775
The forward link is assumed to operate at 20GHz and is 776
based on DVB-S2 standard with a PER of 10−6. Note that 777
the working points were extrapolated from the PER curves 778
reported in the DVB-S2 guidelines document [24]. Based 779
on [24], it is possible to find a relationship between the 780
required received SINR and the spectral efficiency achieved 781
by DVB-S2 standard. 782
The results are presented for the total bandwidth and as a 783
function of the total available power denoted by PF L . Figure 7 784
depicts the achieved results of spectral efficiency and Figure 8 785
shows the availability of the users in the forward link. Clearly, 786
the proposed techniques perform better than the benchmark 787
system and again the robust design based on the eigenvector 788
perturbations behaves better than the one that only considers 789
the eigenvalues. 790
The expected result of throughputs in Figure 7 is justified 791
by the availability in Figure 8. In other words, the system with 792
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Fig. 7. Forward link throughput values.
Fig. 8. Forward link availability.
Fig. 9. Forward link throughput index of dispersion.
new proposed design of B̂∗ is closer to upper bound scenario793
than the reference. Moreover, the impact of channel variations794
can be observed in Figure 10. It is clear that our proposal795
results in higher throughputs even when the channel variations796
are high. Remarkably, for the forward link the performance797
difference is higher than the one obtained in the return link.798
Note that, similar to the return link, the values of α are selected799
Fig. 10. Forward link throughput with respect to channel variations. Note
that α determines maximum variation of the channel at each time instant, i.e.
|||| ≤ α.
Fig. 11. Forward link throughput with per antenna power constraints.
so that the feasibility of MSEFL in (32) holds. Figure 11 800
describes the effect of per antenna power constraints. It can 801
be observed that the through is severely reduced considering 802
this power allocation. In addition, it has been considered that 803
the available power is equally distributed among feeds. The 804
dispersion index among users is analysed and represented 805
in Figure 9. For this case, the dispersion values are even higher 806
for the reference scenario and our approach leads to higher 807
fairness between beams. 808
Finally, in order to compare the different satellite archi- 809
tectures we describe in Table I the total capacity values and 810
required feeder link bandwidth for few satellite architectures. 811
The values are obtained for a transmit power of 30 dBW for 812
the forward link with MMSE precoding. Moreover, the hybrid 813
architecture uses the proposed on-board processing based on 814
the eigenvector perturbation scheme. 815
The parameter η is defined as the ratio between the total 816
satellite capacity (i.e. the sum of the rates of all beams) and 817
the feeder link bandwidth, and the colour is defined as the 818
frequency reuse factor within the beam coverage area. In light 819
of the above table, it is evident that on-ground precoding with 820
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TOTAL CAPACITY VERSUS FEEDER LINK
BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT MULTIBEAM
SATELLITE ARCHITECTURES
2 colours is the most efficient architecture in terms of η. How-821
ever, this architecture offers lower system capacity (107 Gbit/s)822
with respect to the hybrid and on-ground with full frequency823
reuse (158 and 137 Gbit/s respectively). As a result, the hybrid824
architecture is the most adequate solution considering the825
future traffic demand forecasts. Although the numerical details826
are not included in this work, the same conclusion can be827
obtained for the return link part.828
It is important to remark that even through the computation829
of η depends on the beampattern, N and K as a general830
statement we can infer that, given a satellite user available831
bandwidth (500 MHz for this case), our proposed on-board832
beamforming technique offers a large throughput yet main-833
taining a low feeder link bandwidth requirement compared834
to the other architectures with only on-ground processing.835
Remarkably, although the 2-colour plus precoding solution836
offers a larger η, its system capacity yields to a lower value837
compared to the hybrid case and; thus, this later solution is the838
most adequate for next generation multibeam satellite systems.839
Finally, the on-board beamforming entails an addi-840
tional payload processing compared for the pure on-ground841
approach. This complexity increase could limit its applica-842
bility in future systems. Therefore, the system designer could843
eventually opt to a pure on-ground architecture whose payload844
complexity is lower compared to the hybrid case. In this845
context, attending to the system capacity increase, the best846
option is the one colour plus precoding approach. On the other847
hand, the 2 colour plus precoding case is the one that offers848
the largest feeder link efficiency.849
VII. CONCLUSION850
This paper proposes a design of non-channel adaptive851
beam generation process that increases the system throughput852
compared to the conventional existing techniques in both853
forward and return link of a multibeam satellite system. The854
design is based on an upper bound approximation of the855
worst case SMSE, which results to be the same for both856
forward and return links, leading to a large reduction of the857
payload complexity. The robust approximation relies on a first858
perturbation model which results tighter than current robust859
designs. Moreover, the simulation results also have shown860
the potential advantage of the considered design in order to 861
increase the total system throughput. As a consequence, this 862
new approach could become a breakthrough in the design of 863
the next satellite systems, which so far have designed the on- 864
board beamforming only based on geographical information. 865
APPENDIX A 866
The goal is to prove, the proposed optimal design of B 867
in (36) can minimize the upper-bound of SMSERL in (35). 868
First, by employing the eigenvalue decomposition of Z˘ in (32), 869
problem (35) can be rewritten as 870
min
MRL
trace
((
IK + MRLDRLMHRL
))−1
871
s.t . MRLMHRL = IK , (56) 872
with the following definitions 873
MRL  BU¯, (57) 874
and, 875
DRL  (¯ − 	H IN )+ =
(
(¯1:K − 	H IK )+ 0K×(N−K )
0(N−K )×K 0(N−K )× (N−K )
)
, 876
(58) 877
where ¯ has only K non-zero eigenvalues, as H¯H¯H has rank 878
equal to K . Actually, the problem (56) can be written as 879
min
MRL
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) 880
s.t . MRLMHRL = IK , (59) 881
where λi (.) denotes the i -th largest eigenvalue of the respec- 882
tive matrix. Obviously, MDMH is a hermitian matrix whose 883
eigenvalues are always positive. Then, it follows that 884
g(λi ) = 11 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) i = 1, . . . , K ; (60) 885
is convex function on λi (MRLDRLMHRL). By using 886
[25, Th. 3.C.1], we have that 887
φ(λ) =
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) 888
=
K∑
i=1
g
(
λi (MRLDRLMHRL)
)
, (61) 889
where λ = (λ1(MRLDRLMHRL), . . . , λK (MRLDRLMHRL)
)T
, 890
and φ(.) is a schur-convex function operator. On other hand, 891
[25, Th. B.1] proved that 892
d ≺ λ, (62) 893
where d(.) represents K × 1 vector formed by the diag- 894
onal elements of the matrix MRLDRLMHRL , i.e. d = 895(
d1(MRLDRLMHRL), . . . , dK (MRLDRLMHRL)
)T
. Finally, com- 896
bining of (62) with the schur convexity of φ(.), we have that 897
φ(d) ≤ φ(λ), i.e. 898
K∑
i=1
1
1 + di
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) ≥
K∑
i=1
1
1 + λi
(
MRLDRLMHRL
) . 899
(63) 900
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Moreover, the equality in (63) is reached whenever901
MRLDRLMHRL is diagonal. To this end, it is clear that M has902
to be diagonal such that903
MRL = [IK 0K×(N−K )]. (64)904
Note that this differs to the developments in [20, Sec. V] where905
the diagonal elements are optimized for different objective906
functions. Our approach is to meet the constraint in (56).907
Given (57), it implies that B has to be made of the K first908
rows of the matrix U¯H , that is909
B = U¯H1:K , (65)910
and concludes the proof.911
APPENDIX B912
The starting point of the derivation is the upper bound of913
Z obtained when considering only the eigenvalues variation914
U¯s
(
¯ − 	H I
)
U¯Hs , (66)915
where for this case we additionally consider the perturbation916
on the eigenvectors as917
(
U¯s + Us
) (
¯ − 	H I
) (
U¯s + Us
)H
. (67)918
Note that the derivation in order to obtain Theorem 1,919
remains the same even though the perturbation over the920
eigenvectors is considered. In [21] it is presented that the921
perturbation on the eigenvectors take the form of922
Us = U¯sR + U¯nU¯Hn ZU¯s¯−1s (68)923
where924
R = D ◦
(
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us
)
, (69)925
and the g, f -th entry of D is926
1
λ f − λg , (70)927
for f = g and λ f for f = 1, . . . , N denote the eigenvalues928
of H¯H¯H .929
The aim of this derivation is to substitute the unknown930
matrix Z by the known matrix 	H I which models its931
maximum perturbation value. This derivation entails certain932
assumptions of the definite positiveness of different matrices933
that might not hold in general. In any case, the aim of the934
following work is to motivate and relate the proposed solution935
with the eigenvector matrix perturbation.936
First, we want to show that937
Us ≤ U¯sR + 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s , (71)938
in case the following inequality holds939
Z ≤ 	H I. (72)940
In order to show this, we shall assume941
U¯nU¯Hn ZU¯s¯
−1
s ≤ 	H U¯nU¯Hn U¯s¯−1s . (73)942
Considering (73) it can be obtained (71).943
Additionally, we have to assume 944
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us ≤ 	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us . 945
(74) 946
The following lemma is required for obtaining the result. 947
Lemma 2: For any complex matrix K and two square 948
complex matrices A ≥ B ≥ 0, it holds that 949
K ◦ A ≥ K ◦ B. (75) 950
Proof: This can be derived from in [26, Th. 17].  951
With this last result it is possible to write the following 952
Us ≤ U¯sR̂ + 	H U¯nU¯n H U¯s¯−1s , (76) 953
where 954
R̂ = D ◦
(
UHs ZUs¯ + ¯UHs ZH Us
)
. (77) 955
Note that we have assumed 956
	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us ≥ 0. (78) 957
In this context, Lemma 2 can be applied. 958
Considering the inequality in (74) jointly with (76), we can 959
write 960
Us ≤ U¯sRˆ + 	H U¯nU¯n H U¯s¯−1s , (79) 961
where 962
R̂ = D ◦
(
	H UHs Us¯ + 	H ¯UHs Us
)
. (80) 963
The right side of the inequality in (79) is the one presented in 964
the proposal. 965
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